GARY REPORT
Birth Pains
Have you ever come to the place where you confess that you do not know what the
Father is doing? Probably so. And that is precisely where I was on the morning of May
30, 2020. I could not understand things on two levels. One was Africa, and the other
was a personal relationship with a Christian. In both cases it was very bad.
In Africa, beginning when we were there in December, 2019, it seemed that everything
started going wrong. (Read the trip report.) Since then there has been disaster, loss,
endless court actions, you name it. Just when I would think we were on the other side
of costly difficulties, here would come another one. And the coronavirus was a catalyst
that greatly multiplied these disasters! And if these were not enough, it meant the
complete shutting down of the teachings there, which beforehand had spread
essentially throughout the whole continent, and in particular, of course, in Kenya. But
now, they not only came to a halt, but instead of being an offensive thrust, everything
became a defensive battle! And frankly, the personal relationship with the Christian I
spoke of went the same route in this time.
So why? What was going on? And that was precisely the question I had when on May
30 I crawled into my mother’s womb (a relaxing tub of water). And truly, I did not
expect to receive any understanding on these matters, for they had been particularly
perplexing for the last several weeks and nothing seemed clear. In fact, on that morning
I stated to myself, “I do not know what the Father is doing!”
Before I continue regarding this quandary—this lack of expectation in a time of
wonderment about something—it relates to an experience I had several years ago. Let
me share it. When we lived in Washington State, I was doing some remodeling work
on a home and went outside around noon to eat my lunch. While I sat there, I asked
Yahweh, “Why is life so difficult and there is so much hurt and loss and death?” And
to my surprise He answered me. He showed me that life as we know it is like a child in
the womb. In it there is darkness and no breath; and we wait to be birthed into all that
the Father has for us where there is perfect light and understanding, and the breath, the
pneuma, of the Holy Spirit. There is no question that we now live in darkness—not
knowing what lies ahead and what absolute truth really is. And likewise regarding
Christianity, it is the afflicted Body of Christ, having a blindfold over their eyes so that
they cannot see and prophesy truth. Furthermore, such has been the state of man since
his fall in the Garden. To this day we remain in darkness and have no pneuma/breath.
To receive these, as first fulfilled by Yahshua, we too must be physically born from
above. He ascended into heaven as an earthly man, and returned on the eighth day as a
born-from-above heavenly man. He was the first to do so, and next to make this
passage will be His Bride.
So the point here is that we cannot and do not enter into all that we need without the
birth pains. And the birth pains have most certainly been felt relative to Africa during
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and since or December trip there. That was also the trip where there was the shedding
of blood when I taught (1 Samuel 6:17-19). And again, the coronavirus has been a major
part in increasing those pains. And another causative source is the amazing amount of
rain they have had of late, directly affecting Jacob, Walter, and Caleb with the flooding
of each of their homes at different times. And with that flood, Walter’s home was
robbed. And I hope these negative events, these birth pains, will be turned to the
positive and we receive the latter rain in great measure, effecting the return of Him who
wears the crown, the corona.
Another important factor here is that both of these—Africa and the individual I spoke
of—are identified with Christianity. Of course I have known that Africa is Christianity.
And the image on that continent is Satan. And out of Africa comes the Bride. She is
birthed out of the Africa experience, so these are the birth pains already addressed here.
As intercessors they are paying the price. And now let us see the evidence of this per
the great expanse of the rest of mankind. This is remarkably consistent and amazing!
We begin with a most important question. Why is it that Yahweh has so designed it
that following the Millennial Reign, Satan “must be released for a short time”
(Revelation 20:3)? What is the purpose of this? Why wasn’t he just left in chains until
the great white throne judgment? Why was he preserved for yet one more brief
destructive closing work/purpose? As addressed here, it is evidenced that that short
time is for a period of seven years—the same number of years of the original Garden of
Eden. So, why? Why would He release Satan after being bound for a thousand years?
What specifically is it that is to be accomplished? The answer, by necessity, clearly lies
in what follows those seven years. This is most important!
We find that Satan is then thrown into the lake of fire to be tormented “to the ages of
the ages” (20:10). And that is not forever, but rather is a period of time designed
according to what the Father is doing. And obviously it will be for a long while. But
also remember that the lake of fire is not literal, but a period and work of purification,
as addressed here.
So, what are we seeing here? Why would this seven-year period of Satan’s release take
place? And what is its purpose, what does it accomplish? Keep in mind, Yahweh uses
Satan to accomplish His will, and He preserved him for one final very specific purpose!
And as it is clearly stated, “through many tribulations, must we enter into the kingdom
of God” (Acts 14:22). The answer to this is set forth in Isaiah 26:19 where we read:
“Your dead will live; their corpses will rise. You who lie in the dust, awake and
shout for joy, for your dew is as the dew of the dawn, and the earth will give
birth to the departed spirits.”
Obviously, the release of Satan on the earth just before the birth, the “reincarnation,” of
the dead, brings about the labor pains that the earth feels from Satan’s release upon it
for seven years. Through these, the earth then and only then births forth the dead!
Those seven years in which Satan is released afford the birth pains upon the earth prior
to and insuring their delivery!
Isaiah 26:20-21 continues with this most relevant message:
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“Come, my people, enter into your rooms and close your doors behind you [they
have died]; hide for a little while until indignation runs its course. For behold,
Yahweh is about to come out from His place [Immanuel’s return] to punish the
inhabitants of the earth for their iniquity; and the earth will reveal her bloodshed
and will no longer cover her slain.”
And continuing this most relevant message in 27:1-6, we read:
In that day Yahweh will punish Leviathan the fleeing serpent [Satan], with His
fierce and great and mighty sword, even Leviathan the twisted serpent; and He
will kill the dragon who lives in the sea [the place of death where he has taken all
men]. In that day, “A vineyard of wine, sing of it! I, Yahweh, am its keeper; I
water it every moment [the restored tree of the knowledge of good and evil, His
kingdom]. So that no one will damage it, I guard it night and day. [Man was
removed from the Garden.] I have no wrath. Should someone give Me briars
and thorns in battle, then I would step on them, I would burn them completely
[He restores and fulfills the Garden]. Or let him rely on My protection, let him
make peace with Me, let him make peace with Me.” In the days to come Jacob
will take root, Israel will blossom and sprout, and they will fill the whole world
with fruit.
Again, this is the restored Garden, the kingdom of God with the King now present. It is
death, burial, and now resurrection! He has overcome death, resulting in the original
Garden, and will restore and fulfill it for all mankind. His work has now gone full
circle. And Genesis 1:28 can FINALLY find fulfillment: “God said to them, ‘Be fruitful
and multiply, and fill the earth’” (Genesis 1:28). Amen!
Before closing, let us here address another matter relative to the “end times”—a subject
that has been most popular with Christians. Regarding Revelation 16, and particularly
verses 13 thru 16 and the battle of Armageddon, or as it says in verse 16 “HarMagedon,” I urge you to read page 9 of the writing The Great Tribulation titled “The
Book Of Revelation,” and learn the truth regarding that book. There you will find that
the seals speak to the first Remnant, the trumpets speak to the second Remnant, and the
bowls speak to Christianity. Revelation is one great riddle, and not literal. You can see
what I mean when you read there. And one thing is for certain—Christianity, the Body
of Christ, is blind! Again, a blindfold has been placed over their eyes so that they
cannot see or even prophesy truth. They are the man in John 9 who was blind from
birth and his eyes were opened at the pool of Siloam, or Shelah. Read Shelah. The
reality is that Christianity is blind from birth, and finally Yahshua is opening our eyes
as you are seeing here regarding these matters you are reading about here—seeing
things that have never before been seen or understood, things that the angels longed to
see (1 Peter 1:12). And only now can these be seen as it is time for their fulfillment.
And we find that Christianity has been eating dung (truth processed by the flesh) far
too long regarding the end times, where we are today.
Let us note that the events of Ezekiel 38 and 39 regarding Gog from the land of Magog,
have nothing to do with some Christian Battle of Armageddon. At least in the website
here, which addresses this subject, they acknowledge that the fulfillment of these things
regarding Satan could indeed be fulfilled just before the lake of fire.
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The writer is certainly spot on with “View 1,” “After Millennium,” though he himself
does not hold to it. But in Christianity, take your choice, for it is the blind leading the
blind, Mystery Babylon. And this was planned from the beginning, for it has not been
time for the true light to come; but instead, as the afflicted Body of Christ, a blindfold
has been placed on their eyes so that they cannot see.
Finally, getting back to the main purpose of this writing in addressing birth pains as we
eagerly await our own ascension into heaven to be born from above, I will provide an
email I received from Rian in Australia which is insightful. He wrote:
With the things that are happening in Africa, they seem to come in pulses.
There's a sudden blow that causes pain, then there is some relief, then another
sudden blow again. Does that sound like contractions to you?
Contractions are known to increase in frequency and intensity the closer it is for
the baby to be born.
This has certainly been so true of late. I assure you, the contractions in Africa are so
close, I can hardly respond to them! We have home-birthed three of our five children,
and I am MOST CERTAINLY ready to see that Head crown/crowned!
We look unto the Father to complete His work and call out and prepare a bride for His
beloved Son.
Blessings,
Gary

